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P. Hall has determined all the solvable Hall subgroups of the symme- 
tric groups [1, Theorem A4]. This note deals with the non-solvable case. 
There are no surprises. 
THEOREM. Suppose H is a non-solvable Hall subgroup of ~ ~. Then one 
of the following holds: 
(i) H---- ~n .  
(ii) H ---- Y~ n-1 and n is a prime. 
We require some easy lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. I f  x is a real number > 31, then there is a prime in (x, ~ x). 
PROOF. I f  31 < X < 52, inspection suffices. I f  52 < x _< 10 s, Theorem 
18 of [3] suffices, while, if 10 s < x, Theorem 2 of [3] suffices. 
The p-adic valuation is denoted by v~, normalized by v~(p)= 1. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose m, n are positive integers and p is a prime. Let 
r ---- [logp m] and let 
m= ~ aip i, n= ~ b~p i,  O<a~,b i<p,  
i)_o i)_o 
be the expansions of m, n in the base p. Then 
k>_l 
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(S) Z~ • ~ contains a Sylow 
a~-kb i<p,  i=0 ,1  . . . . .  
(W) Y,,~ d Y~. contains a Sylow 
Imp] 
mn 
p-subgroup of Zm+~ if and only if 
p-subgroup of Y~mn if and only if 
, k= 1 ,2  . . . . .  r ,  
, k = 1 ,2  . . . . .  
(T) I f  ~,~ ? ~ contains a Sylow p-subgroup of ~,,~,, then either m 
is of the shape rn -= cp g, 0 < c < p, or n < p. In particular, if ~,~ d Y~ n 
contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of ~,,n, then either m is a power of 2 or 
n----1. 
PROOF. Though (E) is of course well known, a proof is supplied. Let 
f(k) be the number of positive integers s ~ n such that vp(s)= k. 
Thus v~(n!) = ~k>x k f (k). Let 
g(k) =f(k )  -k f (k  -k 1) -k f (k  -k 2) + . . . .  
so that g(k) is the number of positive integers not exceeding n which 
aredivisiblebyp k. Thus, g(k)= /~/  Since f (k )= g(k) - g(k § 1), 
L_/~ .I 
we obtain 
vp(n!) = ~ k(g(k) -- g(k q- 1)) = ~ g(k), 
k~l  k~l  
as required. 
As is clear from the construction of the Sylow subgroups of the sym- 
metric groups, a Sylow p-subgroup of ~,~ has exactly a i orbits of length 
pi, for i = 0, 1 . . . . .  Thus, a Sylowp-subgroup of Y~m • ~has  exactly 
ai q- bi orbits of length pi, i = 0,. . . . .  If such a Sylow p-subgroup of 
Y~m x ~,  is a Sylowp-subgroup of~,~+~, then a i -t- bi < p, i = 0 , . . . , .  
On the other hand, if these inequalities are satisfied, then from (E), we 
obtain vp(m!n!) =- vp((m + n)!). So (S) holds. 
mn [~_]  [ m__~_ ] [~_]  
For any integer k, ~ > n  , so that >n , 
p-7~=prmn m.nn~.  [mp_~_l [~_]  
k= 1,2 . . . . .  r. Also p~>~,  so > . 
Since I ~m ? ~ [ = (m!)~n!, if ~m ? Y'~ contains a Sylow p-sub- 
group of ~ ,~,  (E) implies that the inequalities become equalities; so 
(W) holds. 
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Suppose ai:/=O, a~3&0, i<  j, and n >p.  Then i + 1 ~ r and 
[A ]=~>iakp~- i -1 ,  while 
mn na i  [p_~] pi+l ~ p -k n ~>i y~ akPkLi-l ~ 1 -k n . 
Thus, (T) holds. 
LEMMA 3. I f  ~m ? ~ is a non-solvable Hall subgroup of ~m,, then 
either m= 1 or n= 1. 
PROOF. Suppose false. Since n 5& 1, (T) implies that m ---- 2 a for some 
a > 1. I fn > 3, then (T) also implies that m = c3 a for some c, 0 < c < 3, 
d ~ 0. Thus, m = 2. In this case, 0 ---- [log8 m], so (W) forces 
----- , k= 1 ,2  . . . . . .  
Taking k ~ 1, we obtain n < 3. Thus we may assume that n-~ 2, 
m ~ 2 t~. 
Suppose there is a prime p in 
(m 47) 
2a-l' 3 = 2 ' -3 - "  " " 
m 
Since ~- < p < m, we have [logp m] -~ r ---- 1. Taking k ----- 1 in (T), 
we obtain [ m__p_n_] [ 2__~_ 1 [__~_] = = 2 = 2. But 
2 ~+1 mn mn 
p< - - - - - - ,  so 3<- - .  
3 3 p 
This contradiction shows that (2 ~-1, 271 ) contains no primes. Thus 
2 a-1 ~ 31, by Lemma 1. Since Y,,,~ d ~ is non-solvable, 2" = 8, 16, 
or 32. Since 5 ~ (4,-16-) and 17 ~ (16,-~-) ,  we have 2~ = 16. In this 
case, the Sylow 5-subgroups of ~16 • ~2 are Abelian and 5& 1, while 
those of ~82 are non-Abelian. The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 4. I f  paln and H is a subgroup of ~ which contains a Sylow 
p-subgroup of ~ 2, then the number of elements in each orbit of H is divis- 
ible by p ~. 
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PROOF. Let n = p'~m. Since H contains a Sylow p-subgroup of Y~,, 
H contains an element h which is the product of m disjoint cycles each 
of length p". As each orbit of H is the union of orbits of < h >,  the 
lemma follows. 
LEMMA 5. If ~a • Y~b is a Hall subgroup of ~+b and ab ~& O, then 
a + b is a prime. 
PROOF. We choose notation so that a _< b. Suppose a + b is not a 
prime. Thus, for each prime divisor p of a + b, we have 
a+b 
P<-- 2 <_b. 
Thus P l [ Zb[ , so Y~a • Y~b contains a Sylow p-subgroup of ~Ea+ b.
Since ~E, • Y'b has an orb i t  with b elements, Lemma 4 implies that 
b ---~ 0 (mod q) for every prime power divisor q of a + b. Hence, b ~ 0 
(mod a + b), so that a = 0, against our hypothesis. 
We proceed to the proof of the theorem. 
Suppose H is primitive. If ] H ] is even, then H contains a transposition 
so, by a theorem of Jordan [2, p. 207], H = ~ n" Suppose ] H [ is odd. 
Then H is not doubly transitive. Let p be the smallest prime dividing 
[ H [. If  p < n, then by the same theorem of Jordan, H is doubly trans- 
itive. If p = n, then H is a Sylow p-subgroup of ~ ,  so is solvable. 
Suppose H is transitive but imprimitive. Then H ___ Y~ ? Y~b, ab = n, 
a > 1, b > 1. Let z~ be the set of primes dividing ] H I  . Since H is a 
Hall zc-subgroup of ~E,b, H is a Hall zc, subgroup of ~]~ ? ~b. Since 
~,  <3<] Y~, ? ~Eb and ~E b is a homomorphic image of Y~, d ~E b, both 
Y,, and Y~b contain Hall z~-subgroups which, by construction, are trans- 
itive. Choose c ~ {a, b} such that Y% has a non-solvable transitive S,- 
subgroup He. By our induction hypothesis H, = ~, .  Suppose d ~ {a, b} 
and ~d has a solvable transitive S,-subgroup Ha. Since 2, 3, 5 ~ er, 
we find that d < 4, by Theorem A4 of [1]. Hence, ~a = Ha. Thus, 
in any case, we obtain H = ~E, ? Y~b, against Lemma 3. 
We may now assume that H is intransitive. First, suppose that H 
has more than 2 orbits. Then H _~ ~]al x ~E,, x Y%,n = al+a2+a3, 
ala2a3 3 ~ O. Since H contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of Y, n, ai = a i implies 
i = j. Since H is a Hall subgroup, we have H =/ /1  • H2 • Ha, where 
Hi = Y,,~ n H is a Hall subgroup of ~ i "  Thus, at least one Hi is non- 
solvable, say /-/1. Thus, //1 • H i is a non-solvable Hall subgroup of 
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~]al+a~ which is contained in Y, al x ~E,~ for i = 2, 3; by our induction 
hypothesis, we have a2 ---- a3 ---- 1, against a2:2~ a3. We conclude that H 
has exactly 2 orbits. 
Since H has 2 orbits we can choose a non-zero integer a: < n /2  such 
that H = H: x H2, where Hiis a transitive Hall subgroup o f ]~,  i ---- 1,2, 
and a I + a 2 = n. Since H is non-solvable, max {a, a2} >_ 5. If Hi is 
non-solvable, then our induction hypothesis yields Hi ----- IEa~. Since one 
of H~,//2 is non-solvable, it follows that H i contains a Sylow p-sub- 
group of Y%, for p = 2, 3 and j ---- 1, 2. Thus, Hj = Y%, j ---- 1, 2. Here 
we again have invoked Hall's result [1, Theorem A4]. By Lemma 5, 
a: + a2 ----- n is a prime. If a: = 1, we are done, so suppose a: > 1. Set 
a = a l ,  b = a 2. 
Since H = Y,,, x ~b is a Hall subgroup of Y,~, it follows that, if 
P [ I E~ : H I ,  thenp f b!, that is, b < p < n. Since n/2  < n - -  a < p ,  
(E) of Lemma 2 implies that p2 ~-[ 2~ ~ : HI. Hence, 
l Y,,, : H I  ---- II p. n--a<:o<,~ (1) 
On the other hand, even more obvious is the fact that 
[~n:H]=(  n )a"  (2) 
From now on, we let r denote the number of primes in (n -- a, n). 
From (1), we conclude that 
I Y'n :HI < n(n - 1) . . .  (n - r + 1), (3) 
the inequality being strict since r > 2. 
We define s by the equation  s ~ a. Notice that 
n n -- 1 -- 1) (a )  (_~) (~) . . .  (n a+ 
= (n__l'~l 11----~ I (._~)a=nall-s," 
\a /  ,-0 l l _k /> 
Now (3) and (4) yield 
n" > n (n - -  l ) . . . (n - -  r + l ) > [ ~,~ :H I  =(n)  >n~' : - " ,  
(4) 
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so that r > a(1 - s). Suppose s < 1/2. Then we obtain r > a/2, and 
so r ~ (a 4- 1)/2. This implies that every odd integer in the interval 
[n - -a4 -  1, n] is a prime. S ince2~a<n- -a ,  wehave3<n- -a4-1 .  
Thus, a = 3 and n -  2 is a prime. Since 
{ n'~ = n(n - -1)  (n -- 2) 
\ ] a 6 ' 
we find that n -- 1 = 6. In  this case H = ~13 • ~4 is solvable, against 
1 
our assumption. We may therefore assume that s > -~-, that is, 
a S > n. (5) 
We first treat a special case. Suppose n --  2a 4- 1 and a 4- 2 is a prime. 
Suppose 
a 4- 3 has an odd prime power divisor q =pW> 3. (*) 
Thena~- -3 (modq) ,soa=p- -3+(p- -  1 )p+- . .+(p - -1 )p  w-1 
4- a' p w. 
CASE 1. p = 3. Here a = 2.3 + 2.32 + . . .  , while n ~ -- 5 (mod 3w), 
so that n = 1 4- 3 4- 2.32 4- . . . .  Since w ~ 2, it follows from Lemma 
2 (S) that ~2, • ~n- ,  does not contain a Sylow 3-subgroup of ~En. 
CASE 2. p > 5. Since a ~ p -- 3 (mod p), it follows from Lemma 
2(S) that n~p- -34-x (modp)  where x= 0, 1, or 2. Hence, 
-- 5 = -- 3 4- x (mod p), so x ~- -- 2 (mod p). This is impossible, so 
(*) does not hold. 
I f  8 divides a 4- 3, then a ~-~ 5 (mod 8), n-~-3 (mod 8), against 
Lemma 2 (S). Thus, 8 does not divide a 4- 3, so a + 3 divides 12. Since 
a> 2, we havea+3~- - -6or12 ,  a=3ora=9.  I fa=3,  then~x~]b  
is solvable. I f  a = 9, then ~ • ~b does not contain a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of Y'n, by Lemma 2 (S). 
Throughout he remainder of  the proof, we may assume that 
either n =/= 2a + 1 or a + 2 is not a prime. (6) 
We now set 
a+ 1 =p~ . . .p~,  , 
a+2=qV'  . . .q  v- , 
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where pl . . . .  , Pt,  q~ . . . . .  q,, are the prime divisors of a 4- 1 and a 4- 2, 
respectively. Since 
a = (P i  - -  1) 4- (P i  - -  1)p i  4- . . .  4- (p i  - -  1)p~ '-1 4- a i 'p~' ,  
it follows from Lemma 2 (S) that n ~ -- 1 (mod P~0, i ---- 1, 2 . . . . .  t, 
SO 
n~- -  1 (moda4-  1). (7) 
From (6) we find that each qi divides b!, either because b ~ a 4- 2, 
or because b : a 4- 1 and a 4- 2 is not a prime. Since 
a ~- (qi -- 2) 4- (q i  - -  1)q i  4- . . .  4- (q i  - -  1)q~ '-1 4- a"q~,  , 
it follows that, for each i : 1, 2 . . . . .  u, there is a value 6i : 1 or 2 
such that n ~ -- 6i (mod q~0. Let 
Q = [ I  qU,, R = 11 qU,, 
~t=1 ~i=1 
so that a 4- 2 = QR,  and 
n~- -  l (modQ)  
n~ -- 2 (mod R). 
(8) 
Now (7) and (8) yield 
n = a 4- n 'R (a  4- 1), (9) 
with 
n 'R  4- 1 ~ 0 (mod Q). (10) 
Now (5), (9), and (10) imply that R ~;~ a 4- 2, Q :~ a 4- 2. In particular, 
a 4- 2 is not a prime power. (11) 
Again, (9) and (10) imply that n > Ra,  n > Qa. Hence, n~> QRa ~ 
---- (a 4- 2)a ~ > a 3, so that 
n > a 3/2 . (12) 
Suppose a 4- 2 is twice an odd prime power. Since Q = a 4- 2 is 
impossible, we obtain R = 2 or R = (a q- 2)/2. Suppose R = 2, 
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Q = (a + 2)/2. Then by (8) we obtain 
n+ 1 ~--~- 0 (mod a--+2-~2 ) . 
Butn+ 1 is even, son+ 1~-~0 (moda+2) .  S incen+ l=(a+ 1) 
(n 'R+ 1),we obtain n 'R+ 1-~0 (mod a+2) ,  so that (5) is vio- 
lated. We conclude that 
if a + 2 is twice an odd prime power, then R = -  
n = a + (a---~2) (a + 1). 
a+2 
2 ,Q=2,  
(13) 
(We have used (5) once again to obtain n '=-1 . )  
As a consequence of (11), we obtain a 5& 2, 3, 5. As a consequence 
6 
of (13), we find that a = 4 implies that n = 4 + ~- 9 5 = 19. This 
violates (5). 
For the remainder of the proof, we may assume that 
a ~ 6. (14) 
We next show that with (14) we have 
a 
r ~-~-  + 1. (15) 
Namely, let a=6w+z,  0~z< 6. Since a>6,  we have w~ 1. 
Forx=0,1  . . . . .  w -  1, let1 x= [n - -aq-  1 +6x ,  n - -a+6(x+l ) ] .  
The six integers in I x for a residue system (rood 6), so there are at most 
2 primes in each I x. I f  z = 0, we obtain r ~ a/3, so suppose z ~ 1. 
The interval In -- a + 1 + 6w, n] = [n + 1 -- z, n] contains at least 1 
prime, namely n. I f  n is the only prime in this interval, we obtain 
a 
r < 1 + 2w < 1 + ~- .  I f  there are at least 2 primes in the interval 
then there are exactly 2, and z ~ 3. Hence, here we obtain 
a 
r<2+2w= 1+(1  +2w)~<1+- -~- .  
Thus, (15) holds. 
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Suppose that n ~ 64. Then we have for each v < a -- 1, 
V 
1 - - - -  { n __aa .nV>max 1, 
v -- n a - -  v - -  4 (a -v ) J "  
1 - - - -  
(16) 
a 3 
Here we are using (5) to obtain - -  > n -1:2 and (12) to obtain n - -v>~-n .  
n 
We find f rom (3), (4), (14), and (16) that 
n.nC~/8>nr>n(n  - 1) . . . (n - - rq -1 )>[~]n :H[=(  na ) 
= (n )a  ~t  [ 1 -k  / 1 -k  n 3 
> n a/z. Together with the preceding inequality, 
we find that 
(3~6 n_3 3 
n > \~-]  6! ' 
(4; 
that is, n 2 < 6! = 216 9 5/34. This yields n < 64, against our as- 
sumption. Hence, n < 64. 
Since a<n 2/3, we have 6<a< 16. 
By (12), a :/: 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 15. By (13), a = 12 yields n > 64. Thus 
a = 8, 10, or 13. I fa  = 8, then (13) yields n = 53. I fa  = 10, then since 
n is a prime (9) yields n = 43. I fa  = 13, then (9) yields n = 41. In none 
of these cases does Y~ • Y, ~-a contain a Sylow 2-subgroup of  Y~. 
The proof  is complete. 
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